
There are three teams in this game. Whenever a team has the puck, they
are on offense trying to score on any net. The other two teams are on
defense and trying to regain possession of the puck and then score.
Progression: Add coaches/players in the zone offensive team can use as
support players at any time. Support players must be used on change of
possession

Key Points

Identify and puck pursuit.

Set up course as shown (1- more beginner, 2- more advanced). Player 
starts a full arm and sticklength ahead of  . On whistle/"go"   

races around tires (can be cones), to cone and backwards back to
goal line.  is trying to catch and tag the other player with their hand
before getting back to the goal line. Multiple setups depending on skill
level of players .
Progressions:

For beginner skaters can skate forwards the entire time

Add pucks/rings to players around the cones

Key Points

Proper skating technique, especially around turns. 

Encourage players to decide their own route

Can play 2v2 or 3v3 in any sized area without a goalie. Nets need to be
properly size so kids can easily move them.

 is designated player to be the "goalie" and can push/turn the net
anywhere in the playing area. Other players are trying to score on the
net wherever it is. 
Progressions

For beginners have it 2v0 with the "goalie" trying to prevent the

net from being scored on (make the game scorers vs goalies)

With bigger playing areas include a second puck

Might have to institute a "net can't be pushed against the boards

rule" if kids pick up on how that can make things easier

Key Points

Main teaching point of this game is for the kids to spread out and

communicate for passes to score. The net can move quicker to

avoid the shooters so you can't simply skate the puck to the net.
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Theme- Putting it all together. OZ/DZ review.

Coomey 2v2v2 8 mins

Follow the leader race 8 mins
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Moving Target Game 8 mins
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Coach spots puck to initiate 2v2 small ice. 

On whistle the 2v2 is done. Players leave puck and hustle to

their teammates. New players can't leave until both previous

players have gone past the pylon. Penalty shot for �agrant

violations.

If puck leaves the area, coach is ready to spot new puck in area.

If goal is scored, coach is ready to spot new puck in area

Keep score to have a reward for the winners or a punishment

for the losers

Key Points

Ultra-competitive game

Can get out of hand physically, be ready to police it

Players must hustle out of zone

Multiple variations of small area battles. Coach draws goalline on the
ice

Players play 1v1/2v2, before they can go on offense, they must

take the puck below the goal line

2v1/3v1, one player must remain below the goal line

1v1/2v2, players must pass to player behind the net on change

of possession

Net facing boards, 1v1 small area

Setup as shown, 2 nets and teams at opposite goal lines, pucks opposite
the lines, players are trying to score on the net accross from them.
Objective of the game is to score more goals than your opponent in a
given time interval (who can score the most in 3 minutes etc.).
Both lines begin on the whistle. First player in the line skates puck
around the net and is ready to score. Their partner can choose to
defend the opponent with the puck or join their teammate on the
attack. If the puck goes behind goal line/gets covered/out of play that
team picks up a new puck beside the net they are attacking. When a
team scores their next teammates can join the play immediately.
KP 2 vs. 2 Neutral Zone Scoring Game | Ice Hockey Systems Inc.
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/kp-2-vs-2-
neutral-zone-scoring-game?
position=121&list=VJb0Rxc94bMqSnm2vTg-
aTdDMiHie9dr0cnjeX2r2jA>

Key Points

Players must constantly assess the situation to balance when to

go on attack and when to defend.

Communication with teammates

Brad Shaw: Bill Game 8 mins

Goal Line Game Variations 8 mins

KP 2v2 Zone Scoring 8 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/kp-2-vs-2-neutral-zone-scoring-game?position=121&list=VJb0Rxc94bMqSnm2vTg-aTdDMiHie9dr0cnjeX2r2jA


Player from each team stands on the top of the circle (and lower for
younger ages) in front of the net they are scoring on. 2/3 players from
each team enter the zone below the top of the circles to play 2v2/3v3.
To transition tey must pass to their teammate at the top of the circle
while working to create traf�c at the net when the shot is taken.
Alteration: If team only has 1 goalie have the one shooter still
designated in the high slot with the net in its regular position, teams
must still use shooter on change of possession.

Key Points

Crashing the net for scoring chances (tips/rebounds)

Quick release for point shots, put puck on net.

Lidstrom 3v3/4v4 10 mins


